A new framework for a high energy limit of quantum gauge field theories is introduced. Its potency is illustrated on a new derivation of the reggeization of the gluon.
The concept of effective field theory (for a review, see [1] ) is an important means to obtain qualitative understanding of quantum field theories. It is also an important calculational tool.
Effective field theory provides a mechanism of unification-the plethora of its fields is consolidated by this mechanism into a more compact set of fields of the underlying theory which implements a symmetry richer than the one of the effective theory. A well known example is the connection between the standard model and the grand unification models [2] . Another example is nonrelativistic QED [3, 4] , where a single fermion field breaks down into two independent fields of fermions and antifermions.
The calculational advantage is obtained via the usage of the renormalization group (RG) invariance [5] . It requires the predictions of the effective theory to be independent of the particular way the fields of the underlying theory were broken into the fields of the effective theory. Solving the RG equations is the most effective way to make a resummation of the perturbative expansion for the underlying theory taken in the corresponding "leading logarithm approximation" (for the notion of the leading logarithms see, for example, [6] ).
The necessity to develop an effective theory for Regge limit of gauge theories is well acknowledged [7] [8] [9] [10] . It is more pressing now as the energy reached in hadron collisions provides data (see, e.g., [11] ) whose understanding requires [12] an account of the resummation of the leading energy logarithms for QCD. For known results on the resummation see [13, 14] . Attempts of such an account are available [15] .
Here we present a new approach which is, in our opinion, the most straightforward realization of the effective field theory concept for the Regge limit. It allows one to prove the reggeization of the gluon [14, 16] -a property which is, at the moment, a well-tested conjecture.
Consider a Green's function of a field theory,
where any x n comprises all the variables labelling the field Φ (in particular, the space-time coordinates or the momenta if one chooses the momentum representation). Consider next the Green's function of the boosted fields,
where
is the Lorentz boost of the field Φ along a z-axis, parameterized by the exponential of the rapidity of the boost, λ = (B(λ)p) + /(B(λ)p) − , for a four-vector p (p ± = p 0 ± p z are the light-cone components of p). The Regge limit is then the one of infinite rapidity, i.e., λ → ∞. The effective Regge theory is to approximate the boosted Green's functions of Eq. (1) at large λ. Intuitively, the collection of the fields labeled by x i in Eq. (1) represents the excitations moving fast rightwards in the z-direction, while the y-fields represent the fast left-movers.
The λ then scales as the invariant energy of the relative motion of the left-and rightmovers.
The momenta of the fields in the right hand side (rhs) of Eq. (1) satisfy, for large λ,
for the right-movers, or
for the left-movers. The µ i are arbitrary scales. The only requirement we need on them is Ω R ∩ Ω L = ∅. The RG invariance requires that any physical prediction be independent of their values. Instead of the single field Φ of the underlying theory, the effective theory has two independent fields,
The p above is supposed to belong to x. The λ-subscript denotes the boost transformation, as in Eq. (1). With Eq. (4), the boosted Green's function of Eq. (1) is
The effective action for the fields R, L is defined by
Where the rhs is expressed through R, L by Eq. (4). If the boosted Green's functions of Eq. (1) are finite in the limit λ → ∞ modulo logarithms of λ, i.e., logarithms of the invariant energy for the relative motion of the leftand right-movers, then the effective action of Eq. (6) should have a finite limit,
In that case, the only dependence on λ left in the effective theory enters through the scales µ i of Eqs. (2), (3) which cut the effective theory since after been boosted the scales get a λ-dependence. This removes the cuts from the effective theory in the limit λ → ∞. In this way, to study the energy dependence in the Regge limit means to study the infrared and ultraviolet divergences of the effective theory. Note that the cuts involve only the longitudinal directions. Thus we need to study only the divergences of a 2-dimensional (2D) field theory at fixed values of the transverse coordinates (momenta). By transverse coordinates we mean all the variables labelling the R and L fields but the light-cone coordinates x ± . The coupling "constants" of this 2D theory depend on the transverse coordinates. The RG equations for the coupling constants are an integral equations in the space of the transverse coordinates. In the case of QCD, these equations contain the same information as the BFKL equation [14] .
To check this, consider the gluodynamics as the underlying theory, i.e.,
with A denoting the color octet of vector gluon fields,
and g the gauge coupling. The effective Regge gluodynamics is then a theory of two color octets of vector fields R and L. With Eq. (6), its action up to terms of order g 2 is
where S int is an action of interaction between the right-and left-boosted gluons, bilinear in R and L.
Note that the self-interaction of both right-and left-movers mimics the self-interaction of the underlying field. This is a consequence of the Lorentz invariance of the underlying theory.
The S int -term comes from the diagrams in Fig. 1 . Infinitely boosting the fields according with the labels on the external legs of the diagrams from Fig. 1 , one obtains a finite expression for S int . The finiteness is a nontrivial outcome of a cancellation of infinities between the contributions of Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) .
Intermediate steps of the following calculation may depend on the gauge. In these cases Feynman gauge is implied.
To specify the form of S int from Eq. (9), we need the following objects:
where R a µ is the gluon right-movers field taken on a light-front x + = 0, ∂ i are the derivatives over transverse coordinates (summation over i = 1, 2 is implied), and D is
The derivatives in the above equations act only on their nearest right neighbors. For further convenience, the following Fourier transformations of linear combinations of the above operators are intoduced:
. (20) We also need the same set of objects for the left-movers; the definitions may be contrived from Eqs. (10)- (20) by the substitutions R → L, + → −, − → + (the last two substitutions act on the longitudinal Lorentz indices). S int is expressed in terms of these objects as
where summation over colour indices m is implied. The "coupling constants" G k=0,1,2 (q ⊥ ) depend on the transverse momentum transferred from the right-movers to the left-movers:
We need to distinguish between them because they couple different number of N -operators. The first J R J L -term of Eq. (21) is the contribution of Fig. 1(a) originating from the interaction between the left-and right-movers via exchange of a gluon which momentum has p ± < µ 1 .
It is important to note the following: right-movers interact with the left-movers only by their values at the light-front x + = 0, while the left movers interact only by their values on the perpendicular light-front x − = 0. It is also important that N , M are nonlocal on the corresponding light-fronts, while A i are local.
We stress that Eq. (21) is only the leading order contribution to the expansion over the coupling constant of the action of interaction between the left-and right-boosted gluons. It remains an important unsolved problem to establish the general form of this action of interaction in higher orders of and beyond the perturbation theory.
Next we consider the divergences of the one-loop Feynman diagrams generated by S ef f of Eq. (9) . We need to consider the divergences in the longitudinal integrations arising as the cuts on the longitudinal momenta from Eq. (2) for the R-field and from Eq. (3) for the L-field are removed. That should be done at fixed transverse coordinates.
It turns out that there are only two divergent diagrams in the one-loop approximation (Fig. 2) . They are logarithmically divergent in the infrared because of the singularity 1/ik in the rhs of Eq. (11) . As it can be seen in the diagrams, the problem is factorized: calculation of the divergences of Fig. 2(a) does not involve the L-fields, while calculation of Fig. 2(b) does not involve the R-fields. Thus, it suffices to study the infrared divergences generated by the self-interaction of the R-fields in the operatorsÑ (17), (18) . The left sector gives the same divergences.
It is a remarkable fact that these infrared divergences may be absorbed in a multiplicative renormalization of the operatorsÑ R,L m . Namely, a simple calculation shows that 
coinciding with the known Regge trajectory of the reggeized gluon [14, 16] .
It follows from Eq. (23) and the one-loop finiteness of the operators M, J , L that all one-loop divergences generated by the effective action of Eq. (21) may be removed by a renormalization of the coupling constants,
in the one-loop approximation. This allows one to apply the standard RG considerations (see, e.g., a text-book [17] ). In particular, running couplingsḠ k (q ⊥ ) may be defined as functions of the logarithm of the boosted cut µ 1 /λ. The standard procedure yields the following RG equation for the running couplings:
which solution isḠ
(this takes into account that boundary values ofḠ k (q ⊥ ) at λ = 1 are given by Eq. (22)). To conclude, we formulated an effective Regge gauge field theory and recognized the problem of resummation of energy logarithms for gauge theories as a problem of infrared renormalization of some nonlocal operators in a 2D field theory. The trajectory of the reggeized gluon was rederived in this way. In a forthcoming article [18] we shall show that the same renormalization of the nonlocal operators contains, in the two-loop approximation, the BFKL equation. 
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